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1. Introduction
Ecomode Best Practices - output 1 consists in the description of best practices in Eco Innovative business
models to provide a benchmark for the Ecomode project and its outputs. The best practices included will show
the added value of Eco-innovation business models for SMEs in the hospitality industry in partner countries
(Austria, Hungary, Italy, Georgia and Turkey).
The aims of this work is to combine existing best practices with a standard practice to be used as a training
methodology and certification for SMEs in the hospitality industry in terms of eco-innovation and business
models. This work offers a baseline to provide suggestions and models for the following project Outputs.
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2. Ecomode
The present collection of best practices in Eco-Innovative business models for SMEs in the hospitality industry
is based on the following academic definitions mainly relating to the kind of innovation. Eco-innovation
encompasses product or service innovation, process Innovation, marketing and organisational innovation or
Eco-Innovative solutions. Each type of innovation is considered in this best practices collection and explained
in detail.

2.1. Hospitality Industry

The Hospitality Industry refers to a broad category of fields within the service industry; it includes lodging,
restaurants, event planning, theme parks, transportation, cruise line and other fields related to the tourism
sector. It is focused on the satisfaction of customers and providing specific experiences for them. The hospitality
industry mainly depends on free time and disposable income on behalf of customers, as those represent two
important factors which give the opportunity to tourists to go on vacation.

2.2. Product/Service Innovation

A product innovation is the introduction of a good or a service which is new or considerably improved as regards
to its characteristics or intended uses. It includes important improvements in technical specifications, materials,
components, incorporated software, user friendliness or other characteristics. Product innovation can be related
to new products or new uses of existing products.

2.3. Process Innovation

Process innovation is the completion of a new or considerably improved production or delivery method. It can
include changes in techniques, equipment and / or software. This kind of innovation can be planned in order to:


decrease unit costs of production or delivery
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increase the quality



produce or deliver new or significantly improved products

Process innovation can include production methods and delivery methods.

2.4. Organizational Innovation

Organizational innovation is the completion of a new method in business practices, workplace organization or
external relations. It includes processes which lead to the establishment or implementation of new models of
production and management. It is not merely related to the production, but also to tangible and intangible
resources.

2.5. Marketing Innovation

Marketing innovation refers to the adoption of a new marketing method (idea or strategy) which involves
considerable changes in product design or packaging, product placement, product promotion or pricing. To be
defined as a marketing innovation, the method introduced has to be significantly different from the previous
ones used by the company.

2.6. Eco-Innovative solutions

Eco-Innovation defines any kind of innovation which represents an effective progress towards sustainable
development. To do so, it is necessary to reduce the impact of production modes on the environment,
enhance the resilience of nature to environmental pressures or to achieve a better use of natural resources.
The world is facing important and serious environmental challenges, therefore we need to create clear and
substantial environmental benefits through new and effective social models, technologies and economy.
Sustainable solutions are important to make better use of precious resources and reduce the negative effect
of the economy on the environment.
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3. Collection of Good Practices
Each project partner participated in the collection of good practices in their countries. The good practices were
collected according to the defined breakdown: Product/Service innovation; Process Innovation; Marketing
Innovation; Organisational Innovation and Eco-Innovative solutions. Overall, 58 best practices were collected
from different countries referring to 12 different SMEs in the hospitality industry.

3.1. Product/Service Innovation

The good practices in the product/service innovation area have identified the following:


if both environmental sustainability and living comfort are granted, people prefer accommodation
establishments, contributing both to the environment protection and to the spread of the ecoaccommodation premises;



the attention on building materials may enhance energy efficiency;



in particular, the use of Radon-free building materials and/or formaldehyde-free furniture and building
wood is an easy-to-implement- and only little-more-expensive- measure to improve the quality of the
indoor air and reduce health risks;



fostering regional products that take environmental aspects into account is a small effort towards
sustainability which may create great effect;



using energy efficient lightening concept (LED, light shutdown) is an easy to implement measure and
may reduce the consumption of electricity up to 60%;



using refillable soap dispensers in the rooms or not-in-single-use-goods at breakfast (honey, jam,
yoghurt, etc.) is a very easy to implement and much cheaper measure for the reduction of plastic
packaging material;



if the owners and personnel of the hospitality organizations foster and encourage their guests to
consume local and organic products a lot of waste and packaging may be reduced;



building the hospitality premises with a good exposition to the sun and wide glass surfaces may save
energy costs.

Best Practices in Product/Service Innovation
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Name of the company / title of the project, initiative,
etc.
Gallo Senone - Farm resort spread over 2.7

Topic and content in a nutshell
indoor air quality - VOCs and Formaldehyde

hectares in the hills of the region Marche, 7 km from
the enchanting beaches of Senigallia. Modern and
comfortable and stylishly designed to create
welcoming accommodation with made-to-measure
furnishings. The resort is the first accommodation
establishment in the Marche region to achieve the

indoor air quality - Radon protection

Clima Hotel certification (Klima House) which means
energy efficiency, environment friendly architecture
and tradition, natural materials and artisanal local

ITALY

skilled labour.
Airone Country House - A farm-house located in

indoor air quality and VOCs reduction

the region Marche which dates back centuries. It
consists of 3 rooms each with bathroom, a small
independent apartment with bathroom and kitchen
area also suitable for the disabled, a fully-equipped
restaurant and kitchen and outdoor spaces with a
swimming pool, grill, lawns and play area. The
rooms are designed in an environmentally

living comfort - sound proof interiors

sustainable way, according to the principles of fengshui. It offers an organic restaurant and a pool with
hot tub. The Airone Country House is recommended
for commitment to environmental protection. Has EU
Ecolabel and is member of the Ecoworldhotel label
being environmental conscious, the hotel makes
Complex of eco-cottages in Thimotesubani, They

GEORGIA

were financed with EU Pro

preserving the earth easy and fun. They try to use
the natural products in their business, and reduce
the negative influence of their waste to the
environment.

Eco Hotel Mzetamze
from Tbilisi International Airport at 3 hours drive
from bus station at 15 minutes drive
from railway station at 25 minutes drive

the building material and material used inside the
building is clean ecological product, mostly is
used the wood.
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Natvriskhe. rest-house – “Natvris Khe” Hotel (the
Tree of Wishes)
Tsagveri is a pearl of a number of the resorts in the

The hotel will offer you original design and large

Borjomi region. Mineral springs, unforgettable air

rooms full of light, a bar and a fire-place.

saturated with aroma of ferrous trees, historical
monuments of the medieval centuries – all this you
can find in Tsagveri.
the focus of the apartment is the close contact
with environment. By the way of glass wall which
Architect's Studio In Old Tbilisi - works only with

is opened during the warm time and closed during

airbnb platform

the cold time. The composite material of the walls
is break, which is ecologically clean. House is
located on the hill were the air is cleaner.
Mandalin Suites is situated in the middle of a
beautiful, green almond and mandarin trees in
Palamutbükü region in Datça,Muğla. During the
construction process not even a single tree was
cut down. Mandalin Suites is the area’s first and
the only sustainable green suites since it provides
a natural habitat for animals and ensures
sustainability by its services. While you run or
have a walk in the small garden, you may see

TURKEY

singing birds, hopping squirrels or beautiful
Mandalin Suites Create a 'green team' at your hotel

peacocks. Mandalin Suites aims to have a Green

with the goal of continual improvement and

Star Certificate issued by the Ministry of Culture

scheduled re-evaluation and reporting

and Tourism. And therefore the Suites are trying
to reduce the consumption and waste of energy,
water and harmful substances; increasing energy
efficiency; promoting the use of renewable energy
sources; planning and constructing the
accommodation facilities so that it will be ecofriendly and in compliance with environment;
landscaping arrangements and activities;
ecological architecture; raising environmental
awareness; providing trainings and cooperating
with related institutions and organizations.
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HUNGARY

Enlarge the provided services besides catering
Kistücsök Restaurant (Balatonszemes)

services. The director would like to build a 4* hotel
next to the restaurant and a delicatessen shop
where they will offer local products

AUSTRIA

Hotel Ramada Graz
Retter Seminar-Hotel-Restaurant

Hotel Süd Accomodation with breakfast

Energy efficiency and sustainability
Sustainability energy efficiency and Awareness
raising
Sustainability Waste reduction and Energy
efficiency

3.2. Process Innovation

The good practices in the process innovation area highlight the following:


heat and power plants may be used to generate clean and less expensive electricity and heat;



through innovative technology for the use of renewable resources, rain water may be collected and
used to flush toilets and water gardens bringing a huge reduction in drinking water consumption;



using sustainable showers and mixers can reduce water consumption to 6-8 or more l/min. If every
accommodation business would install sustainable showers, water consumption may be reduced
massively;



using some care in the processes, carbon footprint may be drastically reduced;



restructuring and scrupulous conversion, low impact and low consumption plant design may improve
energy efficiency and sustainability;



the attention on building materials may enhance energy efficiency;



a good thermal insulation helps saving energy;



energy saving and clean energy production should be the basis of all the accommodation premises in
the future if we want to save the planet;



thanks to intelligent systems hospitality organizations can save energy and working time by letting hotel
guests control various operations via mobile phones (room temperature adjustment, opening or closing
the curtains etc.);
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water treatment centers make the tap water drinkable and allow waste reduction;



if leftover foods are sent to animal shelters the waste may be reduced and social responsibility may be
fostered;



cold air systems to make garbage sterile and to separate garbage according to material (paper, glass
etc.) may help protecting the environment and improving sustainability;



hospitality companies may implement a continuous process of control and agreement with suppliers
regarding packaging materials for the reduction of packaging



the optimization of waste separation by improving selectivity can allow an important reduction of residual
waste;



with a good communication system between workers and guests, hospitality firms may reduce
drastically the quantity of paper, water and any other good;



if only environmentally-friendly detergents are used, chemicals can be reduced and the environment
preserved
Best practices in Process Innovation
Name of the company / title of the project,
initiative, etc.
Gallo Senone is a farm resort spread over 2.7
hectares in the hills of the region Marche, 7 km from
the enchanting beaches of Senigallia. The resort is
the first accomodation establishment in the Marche
region to achieve the Clima Hotel certification (Klima
House) which means energy efficiency, environment

ITALY

friendly architecture and tradition, natural materials
and artisanal local skilled labour.

Topic and content in a nutshell

water footprint index Wkw >=35%

carbon footprint

Energy efficient heating

Energy efficiency and living comfort

Airone Country House is farm-house located in the
region Marche. It consists of 3 rooms each with
bathroom, a small indipendent apartment with

Energy efficiency - Thermal insulation

bathroom and kitchen area also suitable for the
disabled, a fully-equipped restaurant and kitchen
and outdoor spaces with a swimming pool, grill,
lawns and play area. The rooms are designed in an

thermal insulation

environmentally sustainable way, according to the
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principles of feng-shui. It offers an organic restaurant
and a pool with hot tub. The Airone Country House
is recommended for commitment to environmental

Energy efficiency - renewable energy

protection. Has EU Ecolabel and is member of the
Ecoworldhotel label
Eco cottages are located in Timotesubani village
Eco cottages. Guest house is located:

of the Borjomi district, at an elevation of 1100 m.

from Tbilisi International Airport at 3 hours and 30

Medium mountain climate prevails. Eco cottages

minutes drive

are located in an ecologically clean environment,

from bus station at 5 minutes drive

at foot of the mountain "Gvirgvina", surrounded

GEORGIA

by pine and spruce forest.
Eco Hotel Mzetamze is located:

new energy efficient technologies maintenance,

from Tbilisi International Airport at 3 hours drive

insulated buildings, high complexity of services,

from bus station at 15 minutes drive

healthy food, eco-friendly furniture and building

from railway station at 25 minutes drive

materials.

Natvriskhe. rest-house – “Natvris Khe” Hotel (the
Tree of Wishes) Tsagveri is a pearl of a number of
the resorts in the Borjomi region. Mineral springs,

solar panels equipped eco friendly (inside and

unforgettable air saturated with aroma of ferrous

outside) area

trees, historical monuments of the medieval
centuries – all this you can find in Tsagveri.
provide with attractive, impressive area - warm in
Architect's Studio In Old Tbilisi

winter and cool in summer. That is why the loss
of energy and household expenses are not high

Sheraton Ankara Hotel & Convention Center/Smart
systems
Sheraton Ankara Hotel & Convention Center/Animal
Welfare

TURKEY

Sheraton Ankara Hotel & Convention Center/Waste
batteries
Sheraton Ankara Hotel & Convention
Center/Reduction of paper usage
Sheraton Ankara Hotel & Convention Center/Waste
Oil Collection
Sheraton Ankara Hotel & Convention Center/Sterile
Garbage Room

Energy and time savings

Reduction of waste/Social Responsibility

Reduction of waste/Environment protection

Reduction of waste

Waste disposal

Sustainability/Protecting environment
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Sheraton Ankara Hotel & Convention Center/Water
Treatment System

Sustainability

HUNGARY

The restaurant’s offer (seasonal menu card) and
Kistücsök Restaurant

the tastes of our region are always changing,

AUSTRIA

generally in every 2 or 3 month.
Hotel Ramada Graz

Resource-efficiency Sustainability

Retter Seminar-Hotel-Restaurant

Resource-efficiency Sustainability

Hotel Süd Accomodation with breakfast

Energy efficiency, waste reduction, Reduction of
chemicals, Saving natural materials

3.3. Organisational Innovation

The good practices in the organisational innovation have identified that:
●

Bicycling significantly reduces transportation emissions while also reducing traffic congestion and the
need for petroleum. By giving a free bicycle option to their guests hospitality companies can not only
increase their health activities during their visit, but also decrease the visitors carbon footprint during
their stay;

●

hospitality companies may allow their guests to collect their own fruits during the true harvest season,
to increase their awareness for farming, healthy fruit consumption and general environmental issues;

●

Integration of environmental topics (energy, waste, water) into the apprentice meetings can raise
awareness in all the staff working at the premises and indirectly the guests' awareness

●

training for staff contributes to the continuous improving process;

●

employing native or local people contributes to a low CO² emissions during the journey because of their
short distance to the work place;

●

using 100% green electricity cars reduces dramatically CO2 emissions.

Best practices in Organisational Innovation
Name of the company / title of the project,
initiative, etc.

Topic and content in a nutshell
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Mandalin Suites give free city bicycle rental system for

TURKEY

its guests in order to increase environmental

AUSTRIA

awareness among the visitors.

Awareness of environmental and consumption
issues

Mandalin Suites provide its guests to pick their own

Awareness of environmental and natural friendly

fresh olives and fresh almonds.

habits

Hotel Ramada Graz

Awareness raising

Retter Seminar-Hotel-Restaurant

Awareness raising

Hotel Süd Accommodation with breakfast

Awareness raising Staff-training

3.4. Marketing Innovation

The good practices in the marketing innovation area have highlighted the following:


adhering to environmental schemes and eco labels may be a strong means of differentiation;



good knowledge of eco-friendly activities and systems may help fostering them among guests;



participating to environmental friendly competitions may be a good way of promoting the organization's
engagement in ecological issues;



adopting eco-friendly advertising and marketing which refers to selling products or services based on
their environmental benefits or using eco-innovative solutions as gifts for guests (“pencil with seed”)
may help promoting the organization's engagement and attract tourists that are sensitive to the
environmental issues.
Best practices in Marketing Innovation
Name of the company / title of the project,
initiative, etc.

Topic and content in a nutshell
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Gallo Senone
Farm resort spread over 2.7 hectares in the hills of
the region Marche, 7 km from the enchanting
beaches of Senigallia. Modern and comfortable and
stylishly designed to create welcoming
accommodation with made-to-measure furnishings.
The resort is the first accommodation establishment

Clima Hotel label

in the Marche region to achieve the Clima Hotel
certification (Klima House) which means energy

ITALY

efficiency, environment friendly architecture and
tradition, natural materials and artisanal local skilled
labour.
Airone Country House
A farm-house located in the region Marche The
rooms are designed in an environmentally

EcoWorldHotel is the first Group of

sustainable way, according to the principles of feng- environmentally-friendly hotels and bed and
shui. It offers an organic restaurant and a pool with

breakfasts in Italy to adopt a unique and innovative

hot tub. The Airone Country House is

philosophy in a new project aimed at safeguarding

recommended for commitment to environmental

the environment.

protection. Has EU Ecolabel and is member of the
Ecoworldhotel label
Eco Hotel Mzetamze Hotel is located:
from Tbilisi International Airport at 3 hours drive

GEORGIA

from bus station at 15 minutes drive
from railway station at 25 minutes drive
Natvriskhe. Rest-house – “Natvris Khe” Hotel (the
Tree of Wishes) Tsagveri is a pearl of a number of
the resorts in the Borjomi region. Mineral springs,
unforgettable air saturated with aroma of ferrous

TURKEY

trees

Mandalin Suites

Multilateral service, ecologically friendly behaviour.
Organization of destination service, local food
system, fostering use of mineral water

near to Borjomi town with clean and fresh air, park
, historical heritage infrastructure with the mineral
water source inside the park and very close to the
hotel. The hotel is built with eco-friendly materials

Eco-innovative concentration
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HUNGARY

The restaurant participated in some gastronomical
events such as Balatoni Kör Gasztro Piknik event
Kistücsök Restaurant (Balatonszemes)

series. I think the Bocuse d'Or gastronomy
competition was an excellent promotion of the

AUSTRIA

restaurant.
Hotel Ramada Graz

Sustainability

Retter Seminar-Hotel-Restaurant

Marketing and charity

Hotel Süd Accomodation with breakfast

Environmental management system

3.5. Eco-Innovative solutions

The good practices in the eco-innovative solutions area have highlighted the following:
●

if both environmental sustainability and living comfort are granted, people will prefer those kind of
accommodation establishments, contributing both to the environment protection and to the spread of
the eco-accommodation premises;

●

nowadays the "smart " thinking, planning, organising are essential to make our world a better place
and a liveable planet. Sustainability is one of the key points in the decision making process. "Think
globally, act locally!";

●

biomass heat station and low temperature heating. Wood chips spend cosy warmth. An optimized
energy concept with low temperature, cooling and heating the ceiling helps to save 1 mio. kg CO²
emission per year;

●

the use of a PV system check: Potential energy savings 105,000 kWh / a, CO² reduction 70 t / a may
help reducing electricity consumption, avoiding CO² emissions and using renewable energy sources

●

rainwater harvesting for the garden may help reducing water consumption;

●

light domes, solar lamps and LED lamps. Conference rooms flooded with light and a perfect control
technology with visualization reduces energy consumption;

●

replacing air-conditioning by cooling ceilings helps reducing energy consumption and respecting the
environment;

"The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not constitute an endorsement of the contents which
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●

free electric filling stations for all electric vehicles should be available to guests for free to promote
100% electric cars and reduce CO² emissions.

Best practices in Eco-Innovative solutions
Name of the company / title of the project,
initiative, etc.

Topic and content in a nutshell

Gallo Senone Farm resort is the first accommodation

ITALY

establishment in the Marche region to achieve the
Clima Hotel certification (Klima House) which means
energy efficiency, environment friendly architecture

living comfort for the guests

and tradition, natural materials and artisanal local
skilled labour.
Complex of eco-cottages in Thimotesubani., They
were financed with EU Pro close to ECO-profit, energy
efficiency, natural materials,
ecologically clean food. Put their attention to location,
area organization, optimal, energy efficient planning,

Fresh air, ecological profit,
energy efficiency, friendly infrastructure and
garden tools, health care values

waste recycling, recycling of used materials.

GEORGIA

Eco Hotel Mzetamze Hotel is located:
from Tbilisi International Airport at 3 hours drive

close contact with the environment.

from bus station at 15 minutes drive

Well organized eco-interior

from railway station at 25 minutes drive
Solar panels for water heating. Close contact
Natvriskhe. rest-house – “Natvris Khe” Hotel (the Tree
of Wishes)

with park and profitable mineral water. It has
good connection with Bakuriani-skey resort and
Borjomi by the different transport sources ecologically clean train, car, buses.
Close contact with environment.

Architect's Studio In Old Tbilisi

Transformation of area from room to balcony
and opposite.
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HUNGARY

TURKEY

Creating and developing a wholesome ecoMandalin Suites

waste management by doing organic compost,
energy efficient concept.

Eco conscious planning in the hotel
Kistücsök Restaurant (Balatonszemes)

construction. The vision of the leader is
implement a 'smart hotel'.

Hotel Ramada Graz

AUSTRIA

estate, environmental friendly consumption,

Retter Seminar-Hotel-Restaurant

Hotel Süd Accommodation with breakfast

Innovative Technology Reduction CO²
Saving natural resources Innovative
Technology
Saving natural resources Innovative
Technology
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4. Results from Best Practices
The results from the good practices collected in the partner countries show how hospitality enterprises
are working with greater effort in the field of eco-innovative business models. If compared to each other,
the tourism organizations show different stages of maturity in terms of eco-innovation, but they all offered
valid contributions to the publication of the final report for output 1 of the Eco-Mode EU project - Best
practices collection of Eco-innovation business models for SMEs in the hospitality industry in partner
countries.
The best practices collected may be grouped following a common thread, which is the difficulty of
implementation and the degree of engagement needed for the eco-innovation business models:
●

Eco conscious planning in the hospitality premises construction, using ecological products which do not
harm health such as Radon- VOC- or Formaldehyde-free building materials or implementing ecoinnovative solutions for energy saving and CO² emissions reduction, is the first step to build eco-friendly
attitudes. But ecological building is still quite expensive. Also, the premises location in order to catch
the most of the natural lighting from the sun and the planning of wide window surfaces is not always
possible or the building of cooling ceilings to avoid air conditioning and reduce energy production may
be still very expensive. Eco conscious planning is certainly the most efficient solution and is an advance
towards a fully eco-friendly future.

●

Other less expensive and less difficult to implement eco-innovative business models do consider energy
saving as a yardstick. Solar panels for example allow the production of clean energy and a high energy
saving both for the lighting and heating of the premises. Biomass heat station and low temperature
heating are another solution. Allowing the guests to remotely control the lightning and the heating of the
room may be a good solution to reduce energy consumption and to entrust guests on environmental
issues. Light domes, solar lamps and LED lamps consistently reduce energy consumption as well.

●

Eco-innovation business models based on much cheaper and easier to implement measures could be
adopted by all hospitality organizations fostering environmental friendly attitudes amidst tourists. These
are, for instance the reduction of plastic packaging and of waste in general, the use of soap dispensers
in the rooms and common bathrooms or food dispensers at breakfast. Also a well designed and
managed communication directed to both employees and customers to foster the reduction of paper
and of water inside the rooms or to raise awareness on energy saving are costless and easy to
implement measures which may be used for eco-innovative business models by any kind of
accommodation firm.
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5. Conclusions
Conclusions on the collection of best practices shows that a number of good studies and
projects have been carried out by hospitality managers in all the partner countries. Virtuous
accommodation companies which have been chosen as best practices by the partner countries are
twelve in total, approximately an average of two firms for each country. Each company has developed
different types of eco-innovation from product/service innovations to process, marketing or
organisational innovations to eco-innovative solutions.
Eco-innovation business models are mainly focusing on energy saving and waste reduction
and concern process innovations or product/service innovations. Fewer best practices focus on
organizational and marketing innovations. Very few best practices are highly innovative. There is still
wide room for improvement in all partner countries.
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